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 DIG THE ADVENTURE!
 At JCB, we believe that playtime is an important part of a child's development. That's why we offer a wide range of construction toys, including ride ons, diggers and more.
 SHOP TOYS 





EXPLORE ACTIVITIES

  See All 

 Get stuck into creative play
Check out our series of print and play activities

 EXPLORE ACTIVITIES
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 Build a Hydradig
Build your very own JCB Hydradig! Print out the sheet and create one of JCB’s latest machines using the guidelines and instructions
 Download now
 See all activities
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 PRINTABLE 2024 CALENDAR: MY 1ST JCB
Kick 2024 off the right way with this JCB Calendar that you can colour in!
 Download now
 See all activities
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 START COLLECTING!

Perfect miniatures
for young and not so young!

 SHOP NOW





 THE FUN STARTS HERE



 SHOP TOYS



 ROLEPLAY HEAVEN



 SHOP TOYS





 BUILD YOUR
COLLECTION



 SHOP MODELS



 EXPLORE OUTDOORS



 SHOP CLOTHING




Our Picks
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JCB 6V Tractor with Trailer
 £50.00
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My First JCB Tommy Transporter
 £14.99
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My First JCB Take Apart Joey
 £17.99
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JCB Kids Overalls
 £46.80

 





EXPLORE EXPERIENCES

  See All 

 FUN PACKED DAYS OUT FOR THE FAMILY


 FIND OUT MORE




EXPLORE MORE
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Take a look through our collection of videos including the world famous JCB Dancing Diggers
 EXPLORE VIDEOS
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INSPIRING ACTIVE MINDS
Learn more about JCB, our Story and a bit about the machines we create including the world's fastest Tractor!
 ABOUT JCB




Explore Journal
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  Fun Outdoor Project Ideas to Welcome Spring
As the blossoms bloom and the sun warms the air, spring is the perfect time to infuse outdoor play with creativity and exploration. Here we will introduce exciting outdoor projects that not only celebrate the arrival of spring but also incorporate constructive play and the thrill of digger toys. Let’s embark on a journey of […]
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  Raising Little Engineers: Nurturing STEM Learning and Constructive Play at Home
In a world driven by innovation and technology, fostering a passion for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) in children has never been more crucial. Parents and teachers play a pivotal role in cultivating the curiosity and skills that will shape our little ones into future engineers and problem solvers.  Today we’ll explore practical tips […]
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  Winter Wonderland Construction: Unleashing Creativity with Snow Activities
In the UK, we don't often get an abundance of snow, but when those rare snow days do arrive, making the most of them becomes a joyful priority, especially for kids who love playing outdoors and indulging in constructive play.
 






JCB EXPLORE
Learn, play and explore with JCB

 At JCB we believe in constructive play.
We want to inspire children in their play, encourage them to use their imagination and where possible engage them in physical activity. We also want children to explore the world around them and find adventure in their own home and garden. We hope you have a great time exploring the world of construction toys with our range. You can choose from ride ons, digger toys and excavators for hours of fun at home or in your garden. If you need help choosing which toy is right for your child, please feel free to get in touch with us. Our team are happy to provide some suggestions based on what we know about their age group as well as any specific interests they may have. It’s never too early to start building those skills!
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SHARE YOUR ADVENTURES WITH US @JCBKIDS 
 #DIGTHEADVENTURE
We’d love to see how our fans can inspire and create using the resources and products here on JCB Explore. Add the @jcbkids or
 #digtheadventure mention to your photo on social media to show your creativity to the world and have a chance to be featured in future content!
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JCB would like to place cookies on your computer to help us to optimise the user experience
To find out more about the cookies we use, see our cookie policy. By continuing to browse the site then you consent to the use of cookies.
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	  Strictly Necessary Cookies 

 Powered by  GDPR Cookie Compliance


 Privacy OverviewThis website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.


 Strictly Necessary CookiesStrictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings.
  Enable or Disable Cookies   


If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again.
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